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THE TURF TIMES 

Welcome to our newsletter.
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Our goal is to provide accurate, researched information 
to develop and maintain your ideal lawn. 


Each issue contains an article written by Blue Grass 
staff, as well as information from university researchers 
and tips from area experts. This issue contains 
information on grub control options, our new BGE 
Mythbusters edition & how to repair your lawn from 
sun scald damage.


Feel free to contact us with questions or suggestions at 
any time. 319-842-2165 or sarah@bgsod.com


Know someone who should subscribe? Have them do 
so here: http://www.bgsod.com/new-index/
#newsletters-1 
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Hate Grubby Bugs? Here’s how stop them.


Grub Options: FAQ Section 
Q: Will Step 3 stop insect damage from 
happening in my yard later this summer? 
A: Yes. Step 3 (21-0-4 with Merit) is a slow-
release fertilizer that will feed your lawn for 
approximately 60 days, and an insect 
preventer that will impact white grubs 
(pictured right) that turn into June bugs, as 
well as other larvae that turn into Asiatic 
beetles, Japanese beetles, billbugs, and 
chinch bugs. Important Tips: This product 
contains an insecticide and should not be 
applied to flowers, including flowering weeds 
such as dandelions or clover, or in vegetable gardens. It is 
important to mow prior to applying Step 3 especially if 
you have flowering weeds in your lawn. 

Q: I think I already have some grub damage in my 
yard? How do I know if I have an infestation? 
A: Insect damage tends to be easy to identify. In the case 
of grubs, they will eat the root system of the plants, 
leaving the top growth to die in little “tufts” that are easy 
to pick up (because they are no longer rooted in.) 
However, it is important to remember that having some 
grubs in your yard is normal (like having earthworms). The definition of an actual infestation is 
if you have more than 10 grubs per square foot in the affected area.  

Q: I have confirmed I have a grub infestation in my yard. How do I stop it?  
A: In the case of a true infestation (10+ grubs per square foot), we carry a product called 
Dylox that is a post-emergent curative.


Q: I would prefer to not put down an insecticide. What do you recommend doing 
instead? 
A: It is perfectly fine to skip the insecticide step of our program as long as you are 
comfortable with the possibility of a possible infestation later this year (which can be cured 
retroactively with Dylox, as mentioned above). Rather than skipping a feeding entirely, we 
recommend feeding your lawn with 13-13-13 and gypsum instead. This is an especially good 
solution for people with dogs or who like to promote pollinator activity in your lawn. 


Q: I have been hearing about a new insecticide that may be safe to use around bees 
and other pollinators, do you carry this product yet? 
A: The EPA and the University of Kentucky recently released information about a “low risk” 
insecticide called Acelepryn. Blue Grass is currently conducting studies on the effectiveness 
of Acelepryn products and will have the results in time for the 2018 growing season. Stay 
tuned! 

Blue Grass Staff        
Pro Tips: 

We are halfway through the 2017 
mowing season. Have you been 

noticing that the tips of your 
grass turn brown when you mow? 
This means your blades need to 
be sharpened. It’s a great time of 

year to get that taken care of!

http://www.bgsod.com
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Step 4: Weed & Feed + Bonus Boosts 
Weed control season is coming! Apply Step 4 of 
our four-step program anytime in September or 
October. Many people also do a “bonus boost” 
with 13-13-13 and gypsum this time of year to 
thicken their lawns or repair summer dog damage.

Mythbusters: BGE Edition 

We love that our customers are inquisitive. Thank 
you for taking the time to ask us so many thoughtful 
questions over the years! Recently, we have noticed 
an influx of questions regarding DIY solutions for 
various yard projects online. To be honest, some of 
the ideas sound like they may have some scientific 
basis, some others  sound a bit like “snake oil”, but 
HEY, how will we know without running some 
EXPERIMENTS! 
 
The photo on the right is a photo from our second 
experiment: DIY Weed Killer.

Mythbusters 2: DIY Weed Killer 
Our second Pinterest project was to try to tackle 
some unsightly summer weeds with a “DIY 
Weed Killer” recipe we found on Pinterest. We 
were looking for three things: ease, efficacy and 
cost. 


The recipe itself was super easy: 1/4 cup salt, 2 
tsp Dawn dishwashing liquid, and the remaining 
space of a 32 oz spray bottle in vinegar.  This 
means the price per bottle came to a whopping $1.16 total. With a 
cursory look online I have found that a 30 oz bottle of Round-Up in 
this area retails for around $5.00 a bottle. So there is obvious cost 
savings - assuming the solution is effective!


Originally, our plan was to do a “half rate” vs a “full rate” to see how 
heavy we needed to spray the liquid to kill the 
offending weed. Our half rate was 15 squirts, 
the full rate was 30. We were stunned when we 
revisited the half rate test spots four hours after 
application and found the results photographed 
on the right. Obviously the full rate spots were 
REALLY dead (see before and after photos in 
upper right and lower right corners of this page).


Our conclusions after this test is that this “DIY 
Weed Killer” is VERY effective at killing plants. 
However, it really should be billed as a “DIY 
Round-Up” because it is in no way selective. We sprayed it on 
dandelions, crabgrass, purslane, Canadian thistles, grass, and 
poison ivy with a quick response time on all species. In fact, the 
plants wilted and appeared to be dead faster with this mix than they 
did with Round-Up. However, in two of the cases with the half rate 
application (dandelions and poison ivy) the plants rallied after a few 
days and had to be sprayed again a second time (when the Round-
Up did not need a 2nd application). So if this mix is something you 
are excited about, you should anticipate revisiting some spots a few 
days later to make sure the weeds are really, REALLY dead. It is 
important to note we do have concerns about 
intentionally putting down salt on soil. Without 
doing more research on this product, it would 
be important to have gypsum on hand to 
neutralize any potential salt damage.


It is safe to say that after this test: this myth 
is CONFIRMED. 

Have a lawn myth you would like us to test? 
Send us your ideas at sarah@bgsod.com

Review Us, Please! 
We work hard to help our customers. 
Now we need your help to improve 
our online presence! The more 
reviews we have, the higher we appear 
in search results online. We are on 
Facebook, Yelp and Houzz for your 
reviewing pleasure! 

Rust is Coming! 
Do you have a young yard? Be prepared for 
the possibility of the juvenile plant disease 
called “rust” in the next month or two. Rust 
loves hot and humid weather (and it will turn 
your shoes orange). How do you help your 
lawn get through rust? Feed it 13-13-13.
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